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DENTON, MARION and AMANDA C. QUEEN. Bondsman, Jeremiah Calhoun.


(DUCK)

DICK, GEORGE and EVALINE WHITE. Omit, read GEORGE DUCK. In the Duck Family of Pulaski Co Ky, there was Josiah W., James, and Josiah Jr.
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DICK, NATHAN and HANNAH TRENT. Omit DICK, read DUCK. (Note: Hannah Trent Admr. of Estate of Robert Trent).

DISHMAN, JOHN and LYDIA JANE STINSON. Married 7 Jan 1857 - Eloped to Tennessee. Groom resides in Wayne, age 24, born in Tenn; Bride resides and born in Wayne, age 16, first marriage for both.

DIXON, JOHN and MARTHA ANN COFFEY. Bride and groom born in Wayne.
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DOBBS, JOHN RILEY and POLLY ANN LOVELACE. Groom age 23, bride age 19.

DOBBS, WILLIAM and SARAH BURK. Bride age 26.
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DODSON, JOHN and SARAH PHILLIPS. Bride and groom both reside and born in Wayne, He is 26, she is 24.
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DODSON, JOSEPH N. and DUDITH BRACHER. Omit Bradshaw.
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DOLEN, EDWARD and ANNE BURK. Read Edward DOREN.
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DUNAGAN, DUNNIGAN, JAMES S. and Rebecca Molen. Bride and groom resides and born in Wayne, he is 23, she is 19; first marriage for both.
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DUNCAN, OLIVER PERRY and FRANCES WRIGHT. Bondsman, Moses Wright.
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DURHAM, MASTIN and MARY DOCKERY? Omit "Vickory".
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EADS, CHARLES HAMILTON and JANE TUTTLE. Bondsman, Jacob H. Eads. Bride resides and born on Fall Creek.

EADS, JOEL P. (PRESTON) and SUSANNAH JANE HUNT. (Groom born actually in Taylor Co Ky which was formed from Green Co).
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EDWARDS, JABEZ and ELIZA LITTRELL. Married 28 Dec 1855 by Jones G. Harris. Groom resides and born on Otter Creek, age 27; Bride resides in Wayne, age 18, born on Otter Creek, first marriage for both.

EDWARDS, PETER and TELITHA BROWN. Married 25 Dec 1855 by Elder William Simpson. Groom resides and born in Wayne, a Widower: Bride resides in Wayne, age 20 years, 1st marriage, born in Campbell Co, Tenn.. (Note: Lucinda, daughter of Noah Brown and Lilly Young; Peter Edwards married first Lucinda Owens).